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Totalplay
2 months. HTML5, jQuery, CSS3, Bootstrap.

Totalplay was looking to renovate his website with a 
new design , new technologies and a renovated look.

The website was completely re-designed to satisfy the 
clients needs.

My work focused in the interface development and the 
renewal to a grid-responsive system.
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Internet NOX
1 year. HTML5, jQuery, CSS3, Materialize.
Internet NOX is a new internet service.

Its launch required a responsive website that will work 
both on mobile devices and desktops.

My work was not only limited to the user interface 
development, but also to the joint collaboration with 
company partners to develop business rules.
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Vindow
1 year. HTML5, jQuery, CSS3, Razor MVC .Net.

Vindow is a web application that allows airlines to 
make room reservations at any hotel and destination 
around the world.

I’m in charge of the UI, UX, development of 
animations in jQuery and CSS3, in addition to the 
art direction and layout  development.
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Tanque Group
HTML, CSS.

I am currently working together with Tanque Group
developing HTML EDM’s for Google and Waze.
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Contraste - Real Brand Experience
30 days. Wordpress, HTML5 and CSS3

“Contraste” is a BTL agency. They were looking for 
a new web layout to showcase the brande and 
experience.

The site is currently being developed with Wordpress.
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Artifier - Discover the Art around you.
90 días. Wordpress, HTML5 and CSS3

Artifier is a project from Toronto, Canada that 
aims to gather all the art events in the same 
website, so the public can have them at their 
reach.

I am currently working as a Development 
Consultant and UX / UI.
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Manura - Sensorial Nails
30 days. Wordpress, Visual composer, Revolution Slider and CSS3

Website developed with wordpress. Was created for the launch 
of the brand along with a color tool to save customer profiles 
and their color preferences.

The client wanted a responsive website with image 
galleries and a tool for scheduling appointments for clients.

The whole site is developed with Wordpress, Visual composer 
and CSS3
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BAMX. Banco de Alimentos de México.
40 days. Wordpress, HTML5, CSS3, Visual Composer, 
Revolution Slider.

BAMX (Bancos de Alimentos de México) needed a website. 
They were looking for a new interactive layout with an 
integrated donations system, so the user could easily 
approach their brand.

I created animated web sliders to produce a more powerful and 
jazzy web interface for the target. 

The new “BAMX” website has more interactive and responsive 
content to showcase the brand.

In this particular case I took part in digital art direction, image 
and animation conceptualizing, web development, layout and 
design.
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Supervisor de Planeacion - Safety Information State Service.
30 days. HTML5, CSS3, AngularJS. Dual screen web App.

This application was designed to allow the user to monitor every aspect of 
the Safety Information State Service Event Hall.

In this app, the planning supervisor can verify wich users are already logged 
in, system failures as hardware or database connectivity, public safety events 
and it’s location, operators decision making, CCTV camera status, location 
climate conditions, among other characteristics.
 
In this aplication I took part in HTML5 and CSS3 coding, animation, design, 
layout and digital art direction.
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Sniffer for State Government.
25 days. HTML5, CSS3, AngularJS. Dual screen web App.

Sniffer allows user to find, classify and send detailed information.
The app settings are customizable. This helps to discard 
unnecesary information and a faster sorting, news location of 
and its elements. 

Sniffer is developed with ontological algorythims, wich allows 
location of texts, images, videos, files (such as word, excel, 
powerpoint, pdf and sound files among others. This app teams 
up with the “Clasificador de entidades”.

In this app I took part on Bootstrap layout, HTML5 and CSS3 
coding. Teaming up with “Inteligencia Aplicada’s” development 
team, we created AngularJs directives for image galleries. Video 
and audio playback are suported via JwPlayer.
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Bitácora Informativa - News Analist.
45 days. HTML5, CSS3, AngularJS.
Web App.

This app allows to retrieve real time information 
from news reports and social networks for analysis 
and classification. Subsequently, user can manage 
public safety events.

In this app I took part on Bootstrap layout, HTML5 and
CSS3 coding. Teaming up with “Inteligencia Aplicada’s” 
development team, we created AngularJs directives for 
dropdowns and Google Maps.
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Clasificador de Entidades for State Government.
90 days. HTML5, CSS3, AngularJS. Dual screen Web App.

“Clasificador de entidades REDES PUBLICA”is a web 
application created for search, sort, correlate and evaluate 
information from news reports. 

It uses ontological algorythims to relate physical, 
government and private entities. Places, events and all kind 
of events can be related to any of these entities using 
information from social networks or news reports.

In this app I took part in Bootstrap layout, HTML5 and CSS3 
coding. We used jQuery for small animations and 
interactivity. 

Teaming up with “Inteligencia Aplicada’s” development team, we 
created AngularJs directives for dropdowns and Google Maps. 
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Web  design for “Museo del Tequila y el mezcal”
 Museum.
25 days. HTML5, CSS3, jQuery.

“Museo del tequila y el mezcal” museum had a flash website with 
zero mobile visibility.

Along with the creative team of the museum, we designed a 
responsive HTML5 website with parallax scrolling to make it 
viewable on desktops and mobile devices.

The site is developed in a responsive grid system with jQuery 
responsive image galleries.
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Web development for Wendy’s Mexico burgers.
15 days. HTML5, CSS3, Hype and Google Maps.

“Wendy’s” needed a new website, easy UI, web animation 
and social networks integration.

Along with the Wendy’s creative team, we developed an 
HTML5 animated website through Javascript and Hype 
animation and HTML5 software.

Content is displayed at first sight to user’s easy access. The 
site’s animation showcase is displayed at the burgers menu, 
promotion image sliders and a small  store locator developed 
in Google Maps API V2.0.
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Website for CORPOGas fuel stations.
45 days. HTML5, CSS3, jQuery, JavaScript and PHP

CorpoGas websites were developed in flash, so it wasn’t 
viewable through mobile devices. Aditionally, the brand 
needed a fuel station locator and fuel prices displayed 
on its main page.

We developed a  responsive HTML5 website with a Google 
Maps API V2.0 store locator.

Site is created in a responsive grid system and Javascript 
image galleries.
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Colaborated as product designer for barkk.dog. 
An application for pet owners and veterinarians that 
will have an application for both web and smartphones
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Brandbook
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Application proposal for Grupo Acorde App with stores locator.

The purpose of the application was to inform the user where 
the group’s businesses were as well as the history, mission, 
vision and corporate philosophy.

The proposal consisted of a clean, simple and intuitive user 
interface design. 
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